NOTIFICATION UNDER ARTICLE 2.5.2

The following notification, published in the Canada Gazette, Part I, has been received from the delegation of Canada. It is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4 of the Agreement.

Canada

Notification of Proposed Technical Regulations

80.1.1 Amendment to motor vehicle safety regulations to exempt vehicles of more than 4,536 kgs. GVWR from certain tests of hydraulic brake systems.

80.1.2 Amendments to motor vehicle safety regulations respecting the definition of MOPED, applicability to motor driven cycles, requirements for fuel control valves, equipment on two and three wheeled vehicles, and certain metric changes.

80.1.3 Amendment to motor vehicle safety regulations extending applicability of requirements to air brake systems fitted on auto transporters and heavy hauler trailers.

80.1.4 Amendment to air navigation order specifying requirement for carriage of radar transponders within certain airspace.